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Preface

Purpose
This publication provides step-by-step instructions for setting up the IBM 6361 Mag Card Unit and cable-connecting it to the IBM Displaywriter System.

Audience
This publication is intended for IBM Displaywriter System customer personnel who are responsible for setting up the system in the work area.

Contents
This guide has two sections:

- Section 1, “Operator Information,” contains information the operator needs if setup problems are encountered.

- Section 2, “Setting up the IBM 6361 Mag Card Unit,” contains instructions for placing and cabling the Mag Card Unit to the work station.

Prerequisite Reading
The Customer Planning Guide for the IBM Displaywriter System, G544-0852. This publication provides the information needed to successfully prepare for the arrival and setup of the system. The guide discusses such topics as system component sizes and weights, furniture dimensions, supplies, and physical, electrical, and environmental requirements of the system.

Related Publication
The IBM Displaywriter System Customer Setup Guide, G544-0858. This guide gives detailed step-by-step instructions for system setup. With this guide, customer personnel can unpack system components, arrange them in the work area, connect power cords and intermachine cables, prepare the units for operation, and run the system verification tests. This guide is shipped with the system.
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SECTION 1. OPERATOR INFORMATION

Shipping Damage
If your Mag Card Unit has physical shipping damage that will prevent setup, stop setup and call your local IBM branch office for service.

If the shipping damage is minor, and will not prevent setup, complete setup and then call your local IBM branch office for service.

Missing Items
If your Mag Card Unit arrives with any items missing, such as magnetic cards used for setup, call your IBM marketing representative.

Setup Problems
If you have any setup problems you cannot correct, call the IBM Office Systems Support Center (OSSC) for Assistance. You must have the system’s access code when you call for assistance.

Access Code
The last seven digits of the IBM 6580 serial number are the access code. This code is required whenever you call the IBM Office Systems Support Center (OSSC) for assistance.

Telephone Numbers
Use one of the following toll free telephone numbers to call for assistance:

- U.S. Outside of Texas (Including Puerto Rico) 800-527-9293
- Alaska, Hawaii and Guam 0-214-748-1560 (Call Collect)
- Within Texas 1-800-492-9774
- Within Dallas 748-1560
Section 2. Setting Up the IBM 6361 Mag Card Unit
SECTION 2. SETTING UP THE IBM 6361 MAG CARD UNIT

STEP 1. Place the Mag Card Unit in its permanent location in the work area.

Route the cable (number 1) to the work station electronics module.

Note: The Mag Card Unit can be placed at the right or the left of the work station for operator convenience.
STEP 2. Make sure the work station power switch is OFF, then connect the Mag Card Unit cable 1 to socket 1 on the work station electronics module.

When connecting the cable plug, tighten the holding screws finger tight only.
STEP 3. Connect the Mag Card Unit power cord to the wall socket.

STEP 4. Turn ON the Mag Card Unit Power switch.
STEP 5. Locate the two magnetic cards that were shipped with the machine.

Insert *ONE* of the magnetic cards in the *Pack Feed Slot*, as shown. (Note the position and direction of the arrow on the card)

---

STEP 6. Make sure the Mag Card Unit has good stability (does not wobble) when it is in its final location.

If necessary, rotate the adjustable base pad (right front corner) to provide stability.
YOU HAVE COMPLETED SETUP OF THE MAG CARD UNIT.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR TESTING THE MAG CARD UNIT WITH THE IBM DISPLAYWRITER SYSTEM ARE IN THE SYSTEM SETUP GUIDE.
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